
Are you currently using Dynamics GP and looking to improve 

control of your inventory? Add PanatrackerGP to enhance 

the inventory management capabilities you already have.  

PanatrackerGP is the tool that will unlock the full potential of 

your current investment.  Using Dynamics GP as the foundation, 

PanatrackerGP is an affordable solution that is easy to implement. 

Get started with the basics and grow with us into a very robust 

inventory management system. 

Replace spreadsheets and paper-based tracking with the efficient 

combination of mobile computers and barcode technology. 

PanatrackerGP gives your workforce  an easy-to-use application 

to capture inventory transactions as they occur.  Real-time 

validation and fast access to inventory details adds efficiency, 

accuracy, and control to your inventory management. Record 

the adds, moves, and outs of your inventory with PanatrackerGP 

and successfully manage stock levels and inventory status within 

Dynamics GP.  

PanatrackerGP is a robust and feature-rich application offering 

a range of configuration options. The detailed transaction 

journaling infrastructure adds ultimate power and flexibility.  Start 

with core inventory, designed to handle all the basic transactions 

required to manage inventory. Our flexible add-on modules make 

PanatrackerGP the most scalable solution on the market. It is 

truly in a class of its own.

Full integration with Dynamics
®
GP 

makes Panatracker
®
GP

 
an essential tool 

in effectively managing your inventory. 

Inventory Management

“Our inventory is labeled and 
accurate, order picking is simple, 

and stock counts take a fraction of 
the previous effort...this has saved 

us a ton of time.”

PanatrackerGP manages warehouse, 
stockroom, and truck inventory across a 
range of industries.

+  Distributors
+  Medical
+  Biopharmaceutical Labs
+  Retail
+  Manufacturers
+  Service Providers
… and more

Panatracker®GP
A barcode solution for Microsoft Dynamics® GP



Panatrack offers solutions that are 
powerful and can be implemented 
quickly. Consider adding our Fixed 
Assets or Field Sales modules to 
complement your inventory solution.

Gain accurate control of your inventory with Panatracker
®

GP.

PANATRACK ALSO OFFERS SOLUTIONS FOR FIELD SALES AND FIXED ASSET TRACKING.SCHEDULE YOUR DEMO TODAY.

Core Inventory
Receiving

Add Adjustment

Stock Count

Accurately record and label inventory with real-time 
validation against your purchase orders.

Efficiently add inventory through the adjustment 
transaction and optionally print an inventory label to mark 
your inventory. 

Rapidly and accurately record stock counts of your 
inventory. A “spot count” feature is available for single-
item verification by location.

Site Transfer
Complete site transfer transactions. Optional printing 
supports the ability to re-package small items and label for 
destination locations.

Bin Move
Broaden inventory tracking with the GP multi-bin feature, 
seamlessly logging moves between bins by item or as a 
group.

Vendor Return
Identify and track inventory returned to the vendor. 
Additional reason code assignment adds valuable reporting.

Pick Order
Access orders ready to be picked. Detailed picklist is 
presented to the user to track and capture pick details.

Consolidate your orders to a single picklist, 
streamlining the picking process with a detailed 
picklist, with individual order’s quantity defined.

Batch Pick

Assign Tracking
Assign tracking details to picked and packed orders. 
Add multiple orders and tracking numbers with 
optional signature capture.

Shipping Integration
With item pick and packs recorded to the container 
level, unlock the seamless integration to select 
shipping and EDI partners.

Verify Order
For orders fulfilled complete, add verification and pack 
function for additional accuracy.

Boost efficiency and simplify capture of items issued to 
projects. 

Project Accounting Transfer

Manufacturing
Complete inventory issues to work orders and record 
finished goods produced. Integrated into GP, Vicinity or 
Horizon Manufacturing.

Assembly
Calculate and capture components from Bill of Materials 
based on quantity to assemble. Print assembled item 
labels and create the Assembly transaction in GP.

Sales
Create new sales transactions. Configuration options 
support the ability to add or edit existing orders - 
ideal for capturing inventory usage to be charged to 
a customer.

Associate Manufacturing Item
Incorporate flexibility with alternate manufacturer cross-
reference item numbers that can be used through the 
application.

Additional Add On Options

Directed Transfer
Simplify restock picks utilizing directed pick lists. Expand 
tracking using “via” sites and recording receipt of inbound 
transfers at the destination site. 

ASN Receiving
Enhance efficiency and automate receiving from 
trusted sources through the Inbound Vendor Shipment 
infrastructure.

WennSoft Integration
Add the ability to select a service or job activity on 
inventory adjustment transactions. Accurately receive 
items assigned to a service or job on a P.O.

Order Fulfillment

Remove Adjustment
Accurately track the usage and removal of inventory via 
a simple barcode scan. Reason codes and user-definable 
fields add exceptional versatility.

...a bundle of the key transactions for effective inventory tracking

...expand to meet your unique needs



Inventory management doesn’t need to be complicated.

At Panatrack, we’re all about making your inventory management easier and more efficient.

It starts by listening to you and your goals. We offer consultative web demos to confirm 
our solution will be a good fit. We then identify a path to deliver a solution that streamlines 
your operation and gets you a quick return on your investment. Paper-based tracking and 
redundant manual keying will be a thing of the past. 

Why Us?

+ Our solutions are designed to be scalable, flexible, and easy to support. 
+ We don’t just deliver a piece of software. We offer our expertise to execute practical 

and accurate inventory tracking. 
+ With our extensive knowledge in Dynamics GP, we help you leverage your current 

systems to your best advantage. 
+ We listen as a partner, always thinking of how to improve your operations and our 

solutions.
+ Through our partnerships with barcode hardware leaders such as Motorola, 

Honeywell, and Zebra, we can deliver the total solution.

Panatrack offers a unique modular configuration for tracking your inventory. Unlock the power 
of Dynamics GP with PanatrackerGP.

sales@panatrack.com                                www.panatrack.com
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